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Chapter 1

Phrases
An 
   (noun) refers to names of persons, places or things.

1.1 Articles of definition
In English ‘a’ or ‘an’ is placed before a noun to make it indefinite. This is called the indefinite article.
There is no indefinite article in Arabic. A house is simply expressed as,


 

A house
(baitun)

We can think of a

 

(tanweenun) or nunation on the final letter of an Arabic

(adjective) as the indefinite article which usually indicates that it is



   (noun) or   


(indefinite) – a house as

opposed to the house.

i

The 
  is written as a doubled vowel:

  

 (un)

 !"

# (an)
& (in)

 $%

We shall learn all our ' () (nouns) and *
 (
 (adjectives) as  (indefinite)
and ending in the  
  vowel. We can treat the    as the default ending.

In English ‘the’ is placed before a noun to make it definite. This is called the definite article.
In Arabic, there are seven ways that a noun or adjective can be made definite. The principal method is
to use the Arabic definite article

...+,- (al) which is prefixed to an    (noun) or   
 (adjective). The

house is expressed as,


/ 0,-

The house
(al-baitu)

Notice that the

un

sound is replaced by a simple u sound. In short, the

the end tell us that the word is

+,- at the beginning and the u at

 "12 (definite) – the house as opposed to a house. The remaining six

methods of defining a noun or adjective will be introduced in later chapters.
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First Aid

3
/ 5
4 76 - (students) sometimes fail to distinguish
 "12 (definite) word. They say for example:

/ 

(baitu)

–

between a



Which appears to be neither
because of the absence of the

(indefinite) and

 "12 (definite)
+,- , nor 

(indefinite) because there is no un at the end.


 0,-

(al-baitun)

–

 (indefinite) on a  "12
(definite) word beginning with +,- .
Placing the

un

of the

Prescription
All ' ()8 (nouns) and *
 (
 (adjectives) in Arabic must be either  "12 (definite)
or   (indefinite). 3
/ 5
4 76 - (students) must restrict themselves to saying either:


  which is  (indefinite), or

/ 0,- which is  "12 (definite).
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i
•

Pronunciation

The

+,- of the definite article +,- is pronounced when the word begins with one of the

following letters:

D C B A @ ? > = < ; : 9 3 '
These are called E F-,

>
/ C// -, (al-huruufu al-qamariyyatu, the ‘Moon Letters’).

When we make the word

G H (jameelun)  "12 (definite), we pronounce it GE I,- (al-

jameelu).

•

The

+,- of the definite article +,- is not pronounced with the rest of the letters of the

alphabet:

V U T S R Q P O N M L K J *
These are called E $
W  X
 -

>
/ C// -, (al-huruufu ash-shamsiyyatu, the ‘Sun Letters’).

When we make the word

Y Z  (Sagheerun)  "12 (definite), we pronounce it Y/ Z [
 - (aS-

Sagheeru) not Y
/ Z [,- (al-Sagheeru).

It is not necessary to memorise these two lists of letters. Instead, notice that all the Sun
Letters are pronounced very near the place in the mouth from which the

+,-

is

pronounced. The +,- of the definite article +,- is not pronounced when followed by a Sun
Letter to avoid the difficulty on the tongue of successively uttering two letters
pronounced from the same part of the mouth. This difficulty does not occur with the
Moon Letters so the

+,-

is pronounced.
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1.2 The adjectival phrase

  
 (adjective) is a word that describes an    (noun). In the expression ‘the big house’, the word
‘big’ is the   
 (adjective).

A

\

1.2.1 There are two principles we need to remember about the Arabic   
 (adjective):
1.

The   
 (adjective) always goes after the    (noun) it describes.

2.

The   
 (adjective) always ‘agrees’ with the    (noun) it describes in four respects:
(i)

Definition:

(ii)

Gender:

(iii)

Word ending:

(iv)

Number:

 "12 (definite) or  (indefinite) ?
 %4 ] 2/ (masculine) or ^
 _/2 (feminine) ?
   ,  $% or  !" ?
K ,2/ (singular), `a2/ (dual) or b  H (plural) ?

   (noun) is  (indefinite), the   
 (adjective) must also be   (indefinite).
(a) If the 
Y 0% 
 

A big house
(baitun kabeerun)

If the 
   (noun) is  "12 (definite), the   
 (adjective) must also be  "12 (definite).

Y/ 0-, 
/ 0,-

The big house
(al-baitu al-kabeeru)

(b) In Arabic, all nouns and adjectives, like in French, have an associated gender. The gender of the

  
 (adjective) must agree with the gender of the    (noun) it describes.
Y 0% G H/ M

A big man
(rajulun kabeerun)

Y0% )2

A big woman
(imra’atun kabeeratun)

Adjectives are given in their masculine and feminine forms in the vocabulary lists. Chapter three
expands upon gender in Arabic.
(c) As shown in the examples above, if the 
   (noun) ends in    the   
 (adjective) must also end in

   . We will introduce  $% and  !" endings in chapters two and three.
(d) All Arabic nouns and adjectives have a singular, dual and plural form. The dual will be introduced
in chapter seven.
If the 
   (noun) is a b  H (plural), the   
 (adjective) must also be a b  H (plural):
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M (0% U (HM

Big men
(rijaalun kibaarun)

*
 Y0% ' ($

Big women
(nisaaun kabeeraatun)

The plurals of nouns and adjectives are given in brackets in the vocabulary lists. The plural of a word
should be learned with the singular.

\

Plurals of adjectives, as shown above, are only ever used to describe human beings. We cannot say

M (0% *
 // for ‘big houses’ or *
 c c H *
 (d% for ‘new words’.
\

If a plural is a non-human being it is treated as grammatically feminine and singular. Adjectives of nonhuman plurals are therefore feminine and singular.

Y0% *
 //

Big houses
(buyuutun kabeeratun)

c c H *
 (d%

new words
(kalimaatun jadeedatun)

<
/ /I
/ -, (plurals) will be explained fully in chapter seven.
*
 (
 (adjectives) describing one    (noun). All *
 (
 (adjectives) must
agree with the 
   (noun) in the four respects mentioned in rule 2 above. Generally, multiple *
 (


1.2.2 We may have a number of

(adjectives) need not come in any particular order.

c c H G H Y 0% 
 
c/ c I-, GE I-, Y/ 0-, 
/ 0-,
U e M (0% U (HM

A beautiful new large house
(baitun kabeerun jameelun jadeedun)

The beautiful new large house
(al-baitu al-kabeeru al-jameelu al-jadeedu)

Big tall men
(rijaalun kibaarun Tiwaalun)

UE g7- M/ (0-, UE (Hf-

The big tall men

*
 5
 e *
 Y0% ' ($

Big tall women

*
/ 5
 47- *
/ Y0-, 'h ($f-

(ar-rijaalu al-kibaaru aT-Tiwaalu)

(nisaa’un kabeeraatun Taweelaatun)

The big tall women
(an-nisaa’u al-kabeeraatu aT-Taweelaatu)

Practice Box 1
Try producing the following
on your own:

 d e c c H  d%

A long new word

Y0%  c c H i
 !/%E

Big new books

(kalimatun jadeedatun Taweelatun)

‘A small new book’
‘The long new word’

(kutubun jadeedatun kabeeratun)
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Answers given at the end of the chapter

i
•

Orthography and Pronunciation
b,7F -, E jB (hamzatu-l-qaT⊂i)
The glottal stop in Arabic is usually represented by the letter

' (hamza). When a word

begins with a glottal stop, we assume that we should write an initial hamza to represent
this. The initial hamza is written as follows: )E /
word ‘akhbaarun’, we write
pronounced. This is called

) / k . For example, if we want to say the

M (0m) . The initial hamza must always be written and
b,7F -, E jB (hamzatu-l-qaT⊂i). When the b,7F -, E jB is

preceded by a vowel, it is still pronounced:

M (0m)C

•

(wa’akhbaarun)

G,- E jB (hamzatu-l-waSli)
Sometimes, we appear to pronounce a glottal stop at the beginning of certain words but

' (hamza). Such words are few and can simply be learned. So far we have
encountered 
   , )2 and the definite article +,- . We never write ' (hamza) on the

do not write

initial

 (alif) of such words. To do so is a spelling mistake. This is because there is

actually no ' (hamza) there. This is called G,- E jB (hamzatu-l-waSli).



Often the initial (alif) in such words is vowelled:
only supplied when such words begin a

   , )2 and +,- . This vowel is

 d H/ (sentence) as a liaison vowel in order to

get started. When such words are preceded by a vowelled letter, this vowel need not be



supplied and the (alif) is overridden:

  C
)2C
... +,-C

(wasmun)
(wamra’atun)
(wal …)

3
/ (!-,C

(wa-l-kitaabu)

Y/ Z [
 -C

(wa-S-Sagheeru)
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1.3

Common Nouns and Proper Nouns
‘Common nouns’ refer to classes of things, such as the word city. ‘Proper nouns’ refer to particular
things, such as Damascus.
Proper nouns are always  " 12 (definite), just as in English. We say ‘London’. We do not say ‘the
London’. Even when a proper noun is introduced with the definite article such as ‘The Congo’ or ‘The
Levant’, it is not the definite article that makes the proper noun definite. Proper nouns are intrinsically
definite in and of themselves.

 
Some words such as c

2/ have two existences, one as an adjective and one as a proper noun.

The word c
 

2/ started its life, as the  
able to describe a   (indefinite) noun.

suggests, as an indefinite adjective meaning ‘praised’. It was

c  2/ G H/ M

a praised man
(rajulun muHammadun)

Making this definite renders,

c/  / -, GE H/  -

The praised man
(ar-rajulu al-muHammadu)

Then one day about fourteen hundred years ago, a woman called

 2n was inspired to name her son

c  2/ . No man before him was ever named c  2/ . The moment she named him so, this adjective
ossified into a proper noun.

c  2/ (Muhammad) is  "12 (definite). The   here is not an indefinite
article, but merely part of the name. The definite article +,- should not be attached to the name c
  2/
(Muhammad) because it is intrinsically  "12 (definite). Any adjective describing c
  2/ as a proper
noun must be  "12 (definite).
As a proper noun, the name

Y/ 0-, c  2/

Muhammad the Great
(lit. The great Muhammad)
(muHammadun al-kabeeru)

The word

c  2/

is no longer used today as an adjective, but there are other words which have

undergone a similar experience that are still used as adjectives. The word
‘handsome’ as an adjective and is also a proper noun meaning ‘Hasan’.
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 $o for example, means

1.4   (pronouns)

Y   (Dameerun, pronoun) is a word that takes the place of an    (noun) in the noun’s absence. In
the expression, ‘the man is big’, we may replace the 
   (noun) ‘man’ with the Y   (pronoun) ‘he’,
A

rendering ‘he is big’.
Arabic / p( (pronouns) have a singular K ,2/ (singular), `
r qa2/ (dual) and b  H (plural) form. / p(
(pronouns) are all intrinsically  " 12 (definite).
The third person masculine pronouns are,

 B/ (they pl.)

(/B (they two)

/B (he/it)

(/B (they two)

sB (she/it)

(/!) (you two)

) (you)

(/!) (you two)


 ) (you)

The third person feminine pronouns are

 B/ (they pl.)
The second person masculine pronouns are

 !/) (you pl.)
The second person feminine pronouns are

 !/) (you pl.)

In the first person, the same pronouns are used for masculine and feminine

/   (we)

() (I)

There is no Y
   (pronoun) in Arabic for ‘it’. /B and sB are used to mean ‘it’.
When referring to a mixed group, like French, the masculine plural is used.

Answers to
Practice Box 1

c c H Y Z  3
 (!%
E d 47- E c c I,- E d -,
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Vocabulary
These are Arabic / p( (pronouns). They are all  " 12 (definite):

b  H

`a2/

K ,2/

Plural

Dual

Singular

(hum)

(3)

(6)

(5)

(9)

(antuma)

(8)

(12)

(antuma)

(11)

(naHnu)

^
 _/2
Feminine

(anta)

(7)

 %4 ] 2/
Masculine

i
 e (u/2

(anti)

Second
person

(10)

^
 _/2
Feminine

YOU
(14)

#!

(ana)

!

WE

These

Third
person

(4)

"
 !

YOU (two)

YOU

(hiya)

YOU

 !

 !

i
 p(t

"!

YOU (two)

YOU

Masculine

SHE

 !

 !

 %4 ] 2/



THEY (two)

THEY

(1)

HE





(antunna)

(huma)

(huwa)



THEY (two)

THEY

(antum)

(2)



 
(hunna)

(huma)

(13)

Masculine
and
feminine

 dg !/2
First
person

I

/ p( (pronouns) should be learned in the numbered order given. All the verb forms introduced

in later chapters will be conjugated in this order.
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'h (v8  (nouns)

 (indefinite) unless otherwise indicated. 3
/ 5
4 76 - (students)
un
at the end of   (indefinite) words. / p(w
 - (pronouns) are

will be introduced as

should take care to pronounce the
intrinsically  "12 (definite).

<
/ /x
E

(plurals) have been provided in brackets. These should be learned together with

K/ ,/ -,

(the

singular).

h y

Allah (def. prop. noun)

Allah

Muhammad (def. prop. noun)

muHammadun (muHammaduuna)

word (feminine)

kalimatun (kalimaatun)

speech; statement

kalaamun

man

rajulun (rijaalun)

woman, wife

imra’atun (nisaa’un, niswatun,
niswaanun)

the woman

al-mar’atu

(i
 !/%E ) 3
 (!%

book

kitaabun (kutubun)

(>
 C/o/ ) >
  o

letter

Harfun (Huruufun)

House

baitun (buyuutun)

sun (f)

shamsun (shumuusun)

Moon; satellite

qamarun (aqmaarun)

student (masculine)

Taalibun (Tullaabun, Talabatun)

student (f)

Taalibatun (Taalibaatun)

big; old (in age) (m)

kabeerun (kibaarun)

big; old (in age) (f)

kabeeratun (kabeeraatun)

handsome; beautiful (adj.)

Hasanun (Hisaanun)

Hasan (prop. noun)

Hasanun (Hasanuuna)

(V C/c 2/ ) c  2/
(*
 (d% )  d%
A 5
 %
(U (HM) G H/ M
* (V $ |  $ | ' ($) )2
E ) ,-

(*
 //) 
 
(O
 // ) ~
  
(M (,))  
( 0de , 3
 5
4 eE ) i
 -(e
(*
 (0-(e)  0-(e
(M (0%) Y 0%
(*
 Y0%)  Y0%
(V ($o)  $o
(V /$o)  $o

* The word )2 (a woman/wife) is only used as  (indefinite). For ‘the woman’ we say, E ) ,-.
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*

Notice that 'h (2cE below does not have 
  (nunation). This will be explained in chapter four. 3
/ 5
4 76 -

(students) should look out for words such as this and ensure that they learn the endings of these words
as u and not un .

(M (Z) Y Z 

small (m)

Sagheerun (Sighaarun)

small (f)

Sagheeratun (Sagheeraatun)

(V dEH) G H

beautiful, handsome (m)

jameelun (jameeluuna)

(*
 5
  H)  dH

beautiful, handsome (f)

jameelatun (jameelaatun)

new (m)

jadeedun (jududun)

new (f)

jadeedatun (jadeedaatun)

* ('h (2cE)  c 

old; ancient (m)

qadeemun (qudamaa’u)

(*
 (c )  c

old; ancient (f)

qadeematun (qadeemaatun)

tall; long (m)

Taweelun (Tiwaalun)

tall; long (f)

Taweelatun (Taweelaatun)

short (m)

qaSeerun (qiSaarun)

short (f)

qaSeeratun (qaSeeraatun)

indefinite (gram.)

nakiratun

1. definite (gram.);
2. knowledge (f)

ma⊂rifatun (ma⊂aarifu)

1. noun (gram.);
2. name

ismun (asmaa’un)

1. adjective (gram.);
2. attribute, quality

Sifatun (Sifaatun)

(/ p()   

1. pronoun (gram.);
2. innermost, conscience

Dameerun (Damaa’iru)

(*
 K,2/ ) K ,2/

1. singular (gram.);
2. single (adj.)

mufradun (mufradaatun)

vocabulary

mufradaatun

dual (gram.)

muthannan (al-muthannaa)

1. plural (gram.);
2. gathering

jam⊂un (jumuu⊂un)

 %4 ] 2/

masculine (gram.)

mudhakkarun

^
 _/2

feminine (gram.)

mu’annathun

(*
 YZ)  YZ

(K c/ H/ ) c c H
(*
 c c H) c c H

(U e) G e
(*
 5
 e)  d e
(M ([) Y [
 
(*
 Y[)  Y[

(>
/ M(12)  "12
(' ())   
(*
 (
 )   


*
 K,2/
( def. `a/ -,) `r qa2/
(<
 /H/ ) b  H
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Exercise 1.1

Express in English

 c  3
 (!%
E dI,- ~
/  X
 -
c c H  "12
'h (2cE U (HM
*
/ 5
 I,- 'h ($f-
Y 0% c c H b  H
 dH  c c H  d%
GE I,- / c F -, /   
G H c c H  
G H G e Y 0% 
 
K/ c/ I
/ -, 3
/ 5
4 76 -
c c H  0-(e
c/ c I,- >
/  -,
 dH   

G H Y 0% G H/ M
 c *
 (d%
E c c I,- E dI,- 'h (v8 
Exercise 1.2

Express in Arabic

1.

A short name

2.

The old woman

3.

The beautiful sun

4.

The new (female) student

5.

A small gathering

6.

Short speech

7.

The beautiful attribute

8.

The new moon

9.

Tall men

10.

Tall women

11.

A new letter

12.

The small old house

13.

New students

14.

The long new book

15.

The long word

16.

The beautiful attributes

17.

Short new books
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.
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥
.٦
.٧
.٨
.٩
.١٠
.١١
.١٢
.١٣
.١٤
.١٥
.١٦
.١٧

